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Implementing a User-defined Function to Initialize Array of struct Variables 
 
This assignment involves the implementation of a function that would be useful for Project 6.  You'll need to test this 
function thoroughly before you submit it to the Curator.  Some testing code will be provided on the website, but you are 
encouraged to modify that code to improve your testing. 
 
For this assignment, you will use the following struct type: 
 

struct City { 
   string Name; 
   string State; 
   int    Population; 
}; 

 
Your function will be passed an array of City variables and an open ifstream variable.  The array will be of dimension 
MAXCITIES, which will be declared at global scope in the testing code.  The input stream will be opened on a city data 
file, formatted exactly as described in the specification for Project 6. 
 
Your function must read all of the city records from the given city data file and store them into the array of City variables, 
starting at index 0, and must return the number of City records that were read. 
 
Here's the mandatory interface for the function: 
 

int initCityDB(ifstream& initFile, City CityDB[]); 
 
A copy of the following file is posted on the course website.  You must download it and paste your implementation of the 
initCityDB() function into it, exactly as specified: 
 

#include "MiniP4.h" 
using namespace std; 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// initCityDB 
//  Reads up to MAXCITIES city records from initFile and places them 
//  into consecutive cells of CityDB[], starting at index 0. 
// 
//  Pre: 
//    initFile   has been opened on a file formatted as described in the 
//                   specification for Project 6, containing some number 
//                   N of records 
//    CityDB[]   has dimension >= MAXCITIES 
// 
//  Post: 
//    initFile   is probably in a fail state 
//    CityDB[]   contains N city records, in cells 0 through N-1, and the 
//                   remaining cells have been initialized as described 
//                   in the specification for this assignment 
// 
//  Returns:      the number of city records read from initFile 
// 
int initCityDB(ifstream& initFile, City CityDB[]) { 
 
 // paste function implementation here 
} 

 
The header file MiniP4.h contains the declaration for the City type, the declaration of the constant MAXCITIES, and 
the necessary include directives (for fstream and string).  Add any additional declarations or include directives 
you need to the submission file. 
 


